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ABSTRACT
Hazard resistant building materials are not adequately represented by current LCA
approaches, which do not account for environmental benefits of the avoided losses (e.g.
avoided waste, avoided materials for repairs) promised by hazard resistant materials. The
goal of this study was to encourage a more complete understanding of materials’
environmental impacts by developing a framework to include hazard related damages in
LCA.
Catastrophe modeling is a well-developed tool used by the insurance industry to
assess the probability of hazard and quantify related impacts. These models were studied
to identify required input data as well as the format of output results. The input and
results from the catastrophe models were then compared with the required input and
results for prominent software tools used in ISO 14040 compliant LCAs. Through this
comparison, an approach was identified for incorporating the catastrophe modeling
results into LCAs for building materials.
A hazard related damage inclusive LCA, H-LCA, was developed to combine data sets
from catastrophe models and LCA. Two LCAs were performed in each of three case
studies, one for the home with the hazard resistant material, and one for the traditionally
constructed home. The results were compared to determine the differences in
environmental impacts between the model with the hazard resistant feature and the
standard model. Using catastrophe modeling data on the homes, average annual
economic losses were calculated, and using an EIO-LCA tool, converted to impact
assessment results. These hazard related impact assessment results were combined with
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the LCA data to create a more accurate representation of the environmental impacts of
hazard resistant building materials. A description of each step of the method is presented
along with the results of three case studies. In two of the three case studies, the
environmental benefits of the avoided losses outweigh the additional environmental
impacts of manufacturing/installation. In the third case, the hazard resistant product was
more energy efficient than its standard counterpart, and the environmental benefits of the
avoided losses combined with its energy efficient properties outweigh the additional
environmental impacts of manufacturing/installation. Sensitivity analyses were
performed to determine the effects of varying service life of the home and to determine
the effects of environmentally discounting the data. It was noted that as the service life
of the home increased, the environmental net benefit of the hazard resistant product
increased in comparison with the total environmental impacts of the home. Also, as the
discount rate increases, the net benefit of the hazard resistant product decreases in
comparison with the total environmental impacts of the home.
The H-LCA framework advances understanding of the environmental impacts of
hazard resistant building materials. Using the framework in LCA will facilitate more
accurate comparisons between hazard resistant materials and their traditional
counterparts.
.
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1. CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1. Context
Current threats to our environment include increasing scarcity of nonrenewable
resources as well as the impacts of increased pollution. The consequences of
environmental degradation are great; societies do not exist where the environment does
not support human life. Similarly, stable advancing economies do not exist where there
is not a stable society. Realizing that these impacts may be nonreversible, more and more
people recognize the need for sustainable development, defined as "development that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs." (WCED 1987)
Concurrently, population growth in regions vulnerable to natural hazards has led to
drastic increases in damages resulting from these hazards. Research related to hazard
mitigation and recovery efforts has markedly increased and new markets have emerged
for related products and services. The term resilience is used to describe the ability to
recover from or adjust easily to misfortune or change. There are two basic approaches to
resilience in the built environment/natural hazard realm. One is to focus on rapid
recovery and the other is to work to avoid damages by creating hazard resistant systems.
Hazard resistance is defined as “the ability of buildings and the infrastructure to resist the
strain or force exerted by natural or human induced agents.” (Norton et al. 1993)
Both of these approaches to resilience have implications towards sustainability, but
this research will focus on hazard resistant systems and products in a residential
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construction context. Unless otherwise noted, in this text resilience refers to efforts to
mitigate or avoid hazard related damages.
Further defining the term “sustainability” helps when exploring this relationship
between sustainability and resilience. There are three contributing aspects to a
sustainable system: economic sustainability, environmental sustainability, and social
sustainability. This is commonly referred to as the “triple bottom line.” Although there
are implications for all three pillars of sustainability throughout this research, the research
focus is primarily on environmental sustainability. Environmental sustainability is
incredibly difficult to accomplish under the current technological climate. Society has
pushed the envelope for decades, builder bigger and stronger and only recently have
engineers and designers begun focusing on building smarter. As ‘building smarter’
becomes more prevalent in engineering and as society works to become less resource and
energy intensive, society will continue to move in the direction of environmental
sustainability. This research does not suggest that the techniques discussed are
environmentally sustainable, but instead, the research indicates which techniques advance
building construction towards environmental sustainability.
A common tool for assessing the environmental impacts of a material, method, or
process is life-cycle assessment (LCA). “Life Cycle Assessment evaluates the relative
environmental performance of alternative product systems for providing the same
function.” (Norris 2001). Essentially, LCA provides a tool for the standardized
comparison of the environmental impacts of products that fulfill a similar need or
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purpose. LCA studies the environmental impacts of a product from “cradle-to-grave” –
from raw materials extraction to decommissioning/disposal/recycling.
For example, to perform a simple LCA for an aluminum can, one would consider
mining of bauxite, production of alumina, aluminum production, can manufacturing, can
aesthetics (paint or labels), use of the can, and finally disposal of the can (either as
recycled aluminum or landfill material). To find out whether an aluminum can or plastic
bottle has a smaller negative environmental impact, one would also need to perform a
LCA on a plastic bottle with comparable usage. The environmental impacts between the
two LCA studies are then compared to determine the most environmentally desirable
alternative.
1.2. Problem Description
Current life-cycle assessment practices do not adequately account for avoided losses
due to resilient systems, meaning there is not a method for quantifying the environmental
benefits of using hazard resistant systems. When the benefits of avoided loss are not
included, these hazard resistant systems may wrongly appear to be a less desirable
alternative from an environmental perspective. For example, resilient construction
products or methods may require more materials than their traditional counterparts.
Consider a homeowner deciding between impact resistant windows and traditional
windows. Because impact resistant windows require more materials for production, they
may appear to have a larger negative environmental impact than the traditional windows
based on the results of a standard LCA. However, a LCA that shows the homeowner the
avoided losses (and associated environmental impacts) possible with the impact resistant
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windows, may affect the results such that the impact resistant windows are the preferred
choice.
When resilient products are more demanding of resources, standard life-cycle
assessment techniques may incorrectly portray hazard resistant systems as less
environmentally sustainable, because current LCA techniques do not account for the
reduced risk of damages from using hazard resistant systems. This reduced risk should
account for both direct and indirect losses. Direct losses include only the removal and
replacement of the hazard resistant product or its conventional counterpart. Indirect
losses include increased vulnerabilities or secondary damages that occur as a result of the
studied system’s failure.
For example, impact resistant windows, having framing reinforcements and stronger
glass, require more materials and energy to produce than standard windows. Without
accounting for the benefits of impact resistance and improved performance in a highwind event, the impact resistant window has a larger negative environmental impact.
Though both window types need to be replaced following a high-wind event, the impact
resistant windows are designed to crack but not shatter, keeping the building envelope
intact. The sealed building envelope present in the impact resistant window scenario
reduces the probability of indirect losses including damage to interior furnishings or
finishes due to projectiles, wind, and wind-driven rain.
Maintaining the building envelope’s integrity also decreases the probability of other
system failures due to pressurization of the building. These system failures tend to have a
chain-like effect, such as envelope breach leading to increased roof uplift pressures and
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failure, which then increases failure occurrence of wall systems. All of these damages
need to be repaired following a natural hazard. These repairs require a significant
amount of energy and materials and have a negative environmental impact.
Or, consider the example where a product is a standalone resilience method and does
not have a ‘counterpart.’ Impact resistant shutters are an addition to a home that does not
replace traditional construction; it is instead a supplementary product. The use of impact
resistant shutters should be compared to a ‘do nothing’ scenario in which the home does
not employ the use of impact resistant shutters. Storm shutters require a specific quantity
of materials and energy to produce, whereas the ‘do nothing’ scenario has no production
impacts. When only production impacts are considered and potential hazard impacts are
not considered, the ‘do nothing’ scenario has a smaller (actually nonexistent) negative
environmental impact. However, when one includes an analysis of the potential avoided
losses in a high-wind event due to storm shutters in the LCA, the results may reveal that
storm shutters do have a net positive environmental impact on the building. The current
LCA framework does not include provisions for these hazard related impacts.
1.3. Risk inclusive LCA framework: A potential solution
To address the problem of inaccuracies in comparative LCA results of hazard
resistant versus standard products, this research proposes that hazard related
environmental impacts be included in the LCA framework. Including hazard related
impacts in the LCA framework requires that hazard related damages be quantified and
converted to metrics compatible with the LCA. This data was collected as an economic
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value from catastrophe modeling data from actuarial models and was converted to
environmental metrics using an established and widely-used LCA tool.
This research defines a framework that can use LCA and catastrophe modeling data
to determine more accurate environmental impacts of hazard resistant systems. The
framework will convert probabilistic average annual losses into environmental impacts
and will combine these results with a LCA of the standard and hazard resistant products
to create a comparative LCA that includes the benefits of hazard resistant systems. For
example, a home with impact resistant windows in a given region may expect, on
average, a probabilistic annual loss of $200 in high-wind event related damages. A home
with standard windows in the same region may expect a probabilistic average annual loss
of $400 in high-wind event related damages. This $200 difference per year in expected
damages represents the economic savings by using the hazard resistant system. To
account for these damages, the expected economic losses per year will be converted to
environmental impacts, and this will be combined with the results from the LCA tool to
create a more comprehensive comparative LCA.
1.4. The body of knowledge pertaining to hazard resistance in an environmental
context.
There is sufficient documentation of the guidelines and examples of performing
LCAs in the built environment to develop the framework required for this study.
Extensive research focuses on the economic value of damages resulting from hazard,
including the economic impacts of utilizing hazard resistant systems. Previous research
has proposed methods and factors for converting environmental data to economic values,
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but the factors often vary by orders of magnitude. In their EIO-LCA, researchers at
Carnegie Mellon University have developed a method of using sector-level economic
data to estimate environmental impacts. (Carnegie Mellon University Green Design
Institute 2012) A literature review did not identify research outlining a method for
quantifying the environmental benefits of the use of hazard resistant systems or the
integration of hazard resistance into LCA.
1.5. A framework to better incorporate hazard resistance into LCA.
The framework uses probabilistic economic losses from actuarial models to predict
negative environmental impacts that could be avoided through the use of hazard resistant
products.
For each case study, two model homes were defined. The only difference between
the two homes was hazard resistant features in one model and traditional construction in
the other model.
LCAs were completed for both model homes using Athena Impact Estimator for
Buildings (Athena IE) software, which is a leading LCA tool in the building industry.
Components not able to be modeled in Athena IE were modeled in EIO-LCA. The
results of each of the two homes were compared to determine the differences in
environmental impacts between the model with the hazard resistant feature and the
standard model. In some cases, the hazard resistant feature will affect the energy
consumption of the home. The lifetime energy consumption for the homes is included in
the LCA.
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Catastrophe modeling data was extracted from RiskLink software developed by Risk
Management Solutions (RMS). RMS, an international catastrophic risk modeler,
provided extensive modeling resources for use in this research. Using this data, average
annual losses were determined for both the model with the hazard resistant feature and
the standard model. This economic value of average avoided annual loss was converted
to a set of environmental values using EIO-LCA.
For both models, the traditional comparative life cycle impact assessment (LCIA)
results was aggregated with the expected LCIA results from average annual loss. LCIA
is “the phase of life cycle assessment aimed at understanding and evaluating the
magnitude and significance of the potential environmental impacts for a product system
throughout the life cycle of the product.” (ISO 14040 2006) This aggregate LCIA
represents more accurate expected impacts for both products within their respective
systems. If the resulting data reveals that the standard product has a larger negative
environmental impact, then the hazard resistant product is the more environmentally
sustainable alternative. If the hazard resistant product has a larger negative traditional
LCIA result, but has a smaller negative aggregate LCIA result, then the hazard resistance
outweighed the additional production requirements necessary for the hazard resistant
product.
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1.6. Validate the framework by using it to perform comparative LCAs of three
hazard resistant systems and their standard counterparts
Considerations when selecting hazard resistant systems included current prevalence
of system use, regulations requiring use of the system, and whether the system can be
modeled using RiskLink’s software. Systems under consideration for analysis included:


Roof Covering: Standard shingles (55 mph rated) compared with clay roof tiles



Roof Anchors: Toe-nailing compared with double wraps



Opening Protection: “Do nothing” compared with impact resistant storm panels
on all windows



Opening Protection: Standard windows compared with impact resistant glass

1.7. Organize results for maximum impact on industry and academia
The results of the research reveal that there are significant environmental benefits to
utilizing the hazard resistant systems used as case studies. The framework and results are
organized and explained so that others can easily replicate the process to analyze
different systems.
1.8. Research Approach
An organized literature review was performed, using a logical progression of
keywords on a number of academic databases. The literature review defined the current
status of research related to both LCA in the built environment and the environmental
impacts of hazard resistant products.
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LCA software was analyzed, and based on the level of data available and software
output format, Athena Impact Estimator for Buildings was determined to be the most
appropriate software tool for the process based LCA. After an intensive research
experience with Risk Management Solutions (RMS), a major catastrophe modeler, and
with access to their software, a method was developed to join catastrophe modeling
results with LCA results.
Once the method and framework were defined, three pilot tests were run through the
process. The following product systems were chosen:


Opening Protection: Standard windows compared with impact resistant glass



Opening Protection: Standard windows with no opening protection compared
with impact resistant storm panels on all windows



Roof Covering: Standard shingles (55 mph rated) compared with clay roof tiles

Impact resistant windows compared with standard windows was chosen because the
product system is a simple direct replacement scenario where impact resistant glass is
used in the place of standard glass and the framing is reinforced. This test will compare
the additional environmental impacts associated with production of impact resistant
windows with the environmental impacts of the building envelope fortification.
Impact resistant storm panels covering standard windows compared with standard
windows with no opening protection serves as a “do nothing” scenario. The production
of storm panels has a negative environmental impact, whereas the “do nothing” scenario
has no net environmental impact.
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Clay roof tiles compared with 55 mph rated shingles serves to validate the order of
magnitude of the results from the impact resistant windows compared with standard
windows. This is another scenario where a more resilient product replaces its traditional
counterpart.
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2. CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Literature review organizational method
The literature review was completed using a keyword approach. Keywords used
were based both on sustainability and resilience and the overlap between the two topics,
leading to the point of departure as seen in Figure 2.1.

Sustainability
Point of departure:
Catastrophe modeling in
the LCA framework
Resilience

Figure 2.1 Literature review organization
Keywords related to sustainability and their overarching concepts can be seen in Figure
2.2, and keywords related to resilience and their overarching concepts can be seen in
Figure 2.3.
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Sustainability
• Sustainability
• LCA
• Life cycle assessment
• Life cycle analysis
• Life cycle cost
• Life cycle impact
assessment
• Environmental impact
assessment
• Environmental impact
analysis
• Ecobalance
• Sustainability Rating Tool
• LEED
• Green Globes

Life cycle
assessment (LCA)
tools

• LCA software tools
• Life cycle assessment
tools
• Life cycle analysis tools
• Process based LCA
software
• Ecobalance tools
• AthenaImpact Estimator
• Umberto
• SimaPro
• Gabi
• EIO-LCA
• IO-LCA

LCA in
construction
• Construction IO-LCA
• Construction EIO-LCA
• Residential EIO-LCA
• Residential IO-LCA
• Residential LCA
• Construction LCA

Figure 2.2 Sustainability concepts

Resilience
• Resilience
• Durability
• Vulnerability
• Risk assessment
• Risk management

Catastrophe
modeling
• Catastrophe
modeling
• Risk modeling
• Hurricane modeling
• Actuarial hazard
modeling
• Stochastic
catastrophe
modeling
• Hazard vulnerability
• Hazard loss
modeling
• HAZUS

Figure 2.3 Resilience concepts
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Hazard resistant
products
• Hazard resistance
• Hazard mitigation
• Hazard mitigating
products
• Hurricane resistant
products
• Hurricane mitigating
products
• Damage mitigating
construction
techniques

2.2. Sustainability
Sustainable development is defined as "development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs"
(WCED 1987). Using this definition, sustainability encompasses the three realms seen in
Figure 2.4.

Environmental

Sustainable
Economic

Social

Figure 2.4 Themes of sustainability
Economic efficiency has been studied for hundreds of years, yet quantification of
social and environmental costs are a much more recent development. Particularly, the
study of the costs of negative impacts to the environment began to take a foothold in the
latter half of the twentieth century. As a result of environmental degradation and
government legislation, it became necessary to develop a method that could quantify the
environmental impacts of a product or system. Eventually, after significant development
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and iterations, life-cycle assessment (LCA) has become the worldwide de facto standard
for analyzing and comparing the impacts of products, processes, and systems on the
environment.
Life-cycle assessment is a common tool for analyzing the environmental impacts of
materials, products, or assemblies. For purposes of this research, a group of materials,
products, or an assembly will be referred to as a system. LCA has the capability to
quantify the entire environmental load associated with a system throughout its life. LCA
looks at the life of the product or system, beginning with material extraction (cradle) to
disposal or recycling (grave). Major indicators in LCA include energy usage, emissions,
and material usage, all of which are also important indicators of environmental
sustainability. Comparisons can be made between competing products to determine those
with the smallest negative environmental impact.
Prominent sustainable (or “green”) building certification programs such as LEED and
Green Globes have recognized the importance of LCA in measuring environmental
impacts and sustainability. LEED, developed by the United States Green Building
Council, allocates points to specified implementation criteria. LEED has different levels
of program fulfillment, from the basic LEED Certified building to the most innovative
and sustainable LEED Platinum buildings. LEED has piloted a new credit for
incorporating LCA into material selection to “encourage the use of environmentally
preferable building materials and assemblies.” (USGBC 2010) Green Globes, developed
by the Green Building Initiative (GBI), allocates points in its “resource” section for
conducting an LCA of the building assemblies and materials. (GBI 2012) The GBI is
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working to perform LCAs on a wide range of building assemblies so that designers can
more easily integrate highly ranked assemblies into their buildings for additional Green
Globes credits.
2.3. Life-cycle assessment (LCA) history
The concept of life-cycle assessment dates to the World Energy Conference of 1963,
when Harold Smith presented his calculation of cumulative energy requirements for the
production of chemical intermediates and products. In 1969, Coca-Cola further refined
the idea of life-cycle assessment and utilized its functionality with a study of the
environmental resource use and emission releases of different types of beverage
containers. The study “quantified the raw materials and fuels used and the environmental
ladings from the manufacturing process for each container.” This study was the first
well-documented comparative LCA. During the oil shortages of the 1970’s, these
quantifications of emissions and resource use began to gain traction. At the time, in the
United States, these were known as Resource and Environmental Profile Analyses
(REPAs), and in Europe, it was known as an Ecobalance. Evolution of the process
slowed until 1988, when solid waste became an issue of contention. SETAC began
refining LCA methodology, and eventually, due to concerns over inaccurate marketing
claims, the LCA methodology was standardized with the publication of the International
Standards Organization (ISO) 14040 series. (SAIC 2006)
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2.4. Process-based LCA
Process-based LCA is a method used to look at the life cycle impacts of a product
from cradle to grave, or, depending on the goal of the study, cradle to cradle. Cradle to
grave studies include production from raw extraction of materials to decommissioning
(disposal), whereas cradle to cradle includes basic remanufacturing or recycling
techniques required for the product to be reused. Phases included in LCA include raw
materials acquisition, production, use, and end of life treatment. Process-based LCA
analyzes each process for emissions, energy usage, and materials usage during each
phase. International standards have been developed for performing LCA. The current
standard used is the ISO 14040 series. There are a number of process based LCA
software tools, most of which use ISO 14040 as a framework. These software tools are
valuable to users, as they contain large databases of existing data. These software tools
can also provide process flow diagrams, graphical representations, and can aggregate data
efficiently into tables.
2.5. ISO 14040
The ISO 14040 series guides LCA practitioners with a “Principles and Framework”
for performing life-cycle assessment. Supplemental LCA information regarding
“Requirements and Guidelines” can be found in ISO 14044. The ISO LCA framework
consists of the iterative 4-step process seen below in Figure 2.5.
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Goal and Scope Definition

Interpretation

Inventory Analysis (LCI)

Impact Assessment (LCIA)

Figure 2.5 LCA framework
2.6. Goal and scope definition
Different goals, based upon the research objective of the LCA, require different
system models and scopes to be used in the analysis (Rebitzer et al. 2004). Goal
definition requires the practitioner to work with the stakeholder to outline the application
of the LCA, the reason for performing the LCA, the intended audience, and whether the
results are intended to be presented to the public as a comparison between competing
products (ISO 14040 2006).
LCA 101 describes many of the uses of LCA (SAIC 2006):


Support broad environmental assessments - LCA can be used for understanding
relative environmental burdens resulting from evolutionary changes, and in
comparing environmental aspects of alternative choices.
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Establish baseline information for a process - Establishing the energy
requirements, resource requirements, and environmental loadings aids in
performing improvement analyses based on changes to the baseline system.



Rank the relative contribution of individual steps or processes - Identifying
resource intensive, energy intensive, or highly polluting steps in a system allow
for internal industry studies to focus efforts on making changes with the largest
impact related to pollution prevention, resource conservation, and waste
minimization.



Identify data gaps - Performing an LCA on a system reveals processes or parts of
the system where data is inaccurate or unavailable.



Support public policy - When policymakers are shaping public policy, LCA
allows a broader range of environmental issues for consideration.



Support product certification - LCA can expand the scope of product
certifications. Typically product certifications have focused on few criteria; LCA
can provide better quality and quantity of product and system environmental
information.



Provide information and direction to decision-makers - Stakeholders, including
industry, government, and consumers, are often uninformed or do not understand
the nuances of environmental research results. LCA creates a more consistent
picture for understanding the tradeoffs between alternatives.
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Guide product and process development - Manufacturers can use LCA when
developing new products to minimize energy and resource requirements and
reduce emissions.

2.7. Life cycle inventory analysis (LCI)
In the life cycle inventory analysis (LCI) phase, relevant inputs and outputs of the
product system are quantified through data collection and calculation procedures. Inputs
within the system boundary may include energy and raw materials. Output metrics may
include waste, emissions to air, discharges to water and soil, or other environmental
aspects. (ISO 14040 2006)
2.8. Life cycle impact assessment (LCIA)
In the impact assessment phase, the environmental impacts of the LCI results are
determined. Impact categories and category indicators are paired with their associated
factors calculated in the LCI phase. The LCIA data will be used in the interpretation
phase to draw conclusions. Mandatory and optional elements of the LCIA can be seen in
Figure 2.6 (ISO 14040 2006).
Subjectivity can be introduced into the analysis during the Impact Assessment phase
due to the assessor’s choice of impact categories, modeling techniques, and evaluation
techniques. To eliminate this potential subjectivity, some studies are concluded in the
LCI phase, as results are sufficient to draw conclusions.

.
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Mandatory elements
Selection of impact categories, category indicators and characterization
models

Assignment of LCI results (classification)

Calculation of category indicator results (characterization)

Category indicator results, LCIA results (LCIA profile)

Optional elements
Calculation of the magnitude of category indicator results
relative to reference information (normalization)
Grouping
Weighting
Figure 2.6 LCIA elements
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After the life cycle inventory is developed, the life cycle impact assessment is
completed. The life cycle impact assessment creates a table of impacts, typically
including metrics such as those seen in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Common LCIA outputs
Common Impact Outputs
Global warming potential

Units
kg CO2 eq.

Acidification potential

moles of H+ eq.

Carcinogens

kg benzen eq.

Non carcinogens

kg toluen eq.

Respiratory effects

kg PM2.5 eq.

Eutrophication

kg N eq.

Ozone depletion

kg CFC-11 eq.

Ecotoxicity

kg 2,4-D eq.

Smog

kg NOx eq.

To gather results in this format, some aspects of the LCI must be aggregated.
Grouping combines multiple categories of the inventory into more condensed categories
to group results that are perceived as similar, converting units to kilograms of CO2
equivalent or other ‘equivalents’. Since these inventory results may not have the exact
environmental impact as one another, yet are treated as the same, the data may
misrepresent the emissions. A number of categorization methods exist, with one of the
most common being TRACI. Some software tools facilitate the LCIA by applying
weightings using the popular established methods. Similarly, weighting can cause issues
of reliability of data for the LCA. Once the impact assessment is complete, the results
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can be weighted based on estimated “importance” factors, including variables such as
level of risk to human health and time before impacts are directly seen. These weightings
vary between different guidelines, and because there is no general consensus, using
different weights can produce different results, ultimately creating the potential for data
inaccuracy.
2.9. Interpretation
The interpretation phase explains the LCI or LCIA results, draws conclusions from
such results, and details any limitations or assumptions made in the analysis. If outlined
in the goal definition, recommendations are made to decision-makers.
2.10.

Athena Impact Estimator

Athena Impact Estimator for Buildings (Athena IE) is a software tool developed by
the Athena Institute. It was originally designed for use in Canada, but its databases have
been expanded and now include data applicable for use on buildings throughout North
America. The tool is region specific and has an extensive LCI database. Athena IE is
user friendly and inexpensive, and it has the capability to internally calculate the LCIA
from the LCI results, following TRACI guidelines. (Athena SMI 2010) The tool is a
multistep process; the following vies a brief overview of the steps required to perform an
LCA in Athena IE.
First, the user inputs general information about the building, including square footage,
energy usage, expected life span, and location as seen in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7 Athena IE general information
Energy requirements for the home are generally not readily available and can be
modeled using building energy consumption modeling software. Home Energy Saver
Pro energy modeling software was used and is further discussed in Section 2.12. This
data is input in the Building Operating Energy Consumption section of Athena IE, as
seen in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Athena IE energy usage input
Then the home can be defined by adding component quantities to each system within
the home. Within Athena IE, the home is segregated into assemblies. Figure 2.9 shows
an example of a load bearing wall assembly consisting of 2” by 4” studs spaced 16” on
center, with plywood sheathing.

Figure 2.9 Example wall assembly
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Then the system can be modeled within Athena IE, and LCI or LCIA results are
presented in graphical and/or tabular form.
2.11.

EIO-LCA

Carnegie Mellon has developed an economic input output model for LCA. The US
economy is segregated into 485 market sectors. There are interactions between each
market sector. These interactions can be represented in a 485 by 485 matrix.
Environmental impacts per dollar of industry activity have been estimated for each
sector. Using this economic activity matrix, based on Leontief’s Nobel prize winning
input output analysis developed in 1973, LCI data can be developed for each sector on a
per dollar of activity basis. Additionally, EIO-LCA has the capability to perform an
LCIA based on the LCI data following TRACI guidelines. For instance, if interested in
environmental impacts of a $400 window, the user can input $400 of economic activity
within the 200501 sector (millwork, including window frames and glass) of the EIO-LCA
model, and the output will display the LCI or TRACI categorized LCIA results associated
with this $400 window. The level of specificity in this model can lead to data inaccuracy
in some circumstances. For this study, based on the available catastrophe modeling data,
the sector used will be ‘Residential Building Construction.’ (Carnegie Mellon University
Green Design Institute 2012) If more accurate data is developed, more specific sectors
can be defined, such as interior appliances, furnishings, and framing.
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2.12.

Home Energy Saver Pro

Home Energy Saver Pro (HESP) was developed by Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory as an online tool to compute energy consumption of residential buildings.
The tool was funded by the US Department of Energy and the Environmental Protection
Agency under the Energy Star Program. The online tool is organized into six major
categories, each containing multiple prompts for the user. The tool allows for an annual
simulation of energy usage, taking into account location, weather patterns, home
characteristics and all common end uses of electricity within the home. Though very
detailed inputs are possible, HESP provides default values for most components based on
national and regional averages, allowing users to skip questions they do not have data to
answer. (US DOE 2012)
2.13.

Previous work on construction related LCA

Because the built environment requires a large amount of energy and material to
produce, operate, and demolish, LCA has been widely studied in construction. LCA
practitioners have analyzed construction on both the component level and the entire
building level. Component level studies range from comparative LCAs of windows
(Salazar et. al 2008) to concrete and steel building frames (Jonsson et. al 1998). LCA
studies incorporating the entire building include both process-based LCA and EIO-LCA.
These include Ochoa’s EIO-LCAs on three different residences throughout the United
States (Ochoa 2004) and a process-based LCA study of the impact of lifetime estimates
on US residential buildings (Aktas et. al 2012).
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2.14.

Limitations of LCA

2.14.1. Data Quality
Although ISO 14040 standardizes the method for performing a LCA, the results from
a LCA are only as good as the data input into the framework. In many industries,
including construction, environmental data regarding material and system production is
not widely available. Proprietary production methods, lack of funding for concentrated
research, and the young nature of the LCA field have left a significant gap in accurate
cradle to grave environmental data. Often, when data is missing or unknown,
assumptions are required based on similar production methods and material quantities
unless extensive funding and time is available for a thorough study.
2.14.2. Compiling Data
Modifications to LCIA results may mislead readers or create variations in results.
These include the following optional elements (Baumann et. al 2004):


Normalization- Relating the characterization results to a reference value, for
example relating the impacts of the studied product to the impacts of the total
amounts of pollutants emitted in a region.



Grouping- Sorting and possibly ranking of the indicators.



Weighting- Aggregation of characterization results across impact categories.

2.15.

Hazard mitigation and sustainability

Intuitively, durability and sustainability are very closely related in that a durable
product is more sustainable than a nondurable product with similar manufacturing
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requirements. Resilience, in this study, is a subset of durability, and is therefore very
closely related to sustainability as well. Resilient products typically have a greater
environmental demand during the production phase, and at face value have a larger
negative environmental impact. The relationship between environmental burden (and
ultimately sustainability) and resilience needs to be further established because there is a
significant risk reduction when including resilient products on a home in a hazard
vulnerable region. When this is the case, these risk reduction factors and the averted
damages can potentially outweigh the additional negative environmental burden required
for the manufacture and installation of these resilient products.
2.16.

Hazard mitigating products

Hazard mitigating products are offered in a variety of different systems, methods and
techniques. The resilient system or technique is designed to fortify or strengthen the
building in some manner. Examples of these systems for glazing protection include
many code-approved options such as engineered storm shutters, impact resistant
windows, impact resistant storm panels, and roll down shutters. Many popular options,
such as boarding windows with plywood, do not meet building code requirements.
Because the installation quality and procedures vary significantly, it is difficult to
accurately model results of these non-code-compliant measures.
These mitigation methods work in a variety of different ways. Storm shutters, for
example, are designed to deflect projectiles without significant damage to the storm
shutters, whereas with impact resistant windows, the windows are designed to crack upon
impact. The windows, though cracked, do not allow penetration of projectiles. This
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maintains the integrity of the building envelope and as such, the home does not
experience pressurization, wind-driven rain, or any other negative consequences of
envelope breach.
Other systems designed to mitigate hurricane damages include foundation anchoring,
hurricane straps to better connect framing members, higher capacity shingles, clay roof
tiles (more durable than wind rated asphalt shingles), and impact rated doors. It is
important to note the complex relationship between components of a resilient system. In
a hazard scenario, a system is only as strong as its weakest link. This elaborate
relationship between components is referred to as the load path. In a wind event, the
uplift load path considers every component that is susceptible to forces caused by uplift,
and connections between each of these components, from the roof covering to the
foundation.
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2.17.

Catastrophe modeling

Hazard

Vulnerability

Loss

Inventory

Figure 2.10 Structure of catastrophe models
Catastrophe models typically consist of the 4 components seen in Figure 2.10.
Hazard is used to characterize a specific event. Hurricane hazard is typically described
using parameters such as location (projected path), severity (peak gust wind speed), and
occurrence frequency. Inventory describes the inventory of properties at risk within a
portfolio. These parameters included in the inventory include location, building type,
number of stories, age, insurance coverage (if of interest), and hazard mitigation methods
used. An inventory may consist of at least one property, and the number of properties
allowable in an inventory is typically only limited by the computational capabilities of
the user or software. The vulnerability component quantifies the susceptibility of the
portfolio to damage. This is done by creating damage functions that relate damage to
structures and intensity. These damage functions are often represented as damage curves,
as seen in Figure 2.11. Damage curves are graphical representations of the intensity (for
hurricanes, peak gust wind speed) versus percentage of structure damaged. The loss
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component actually calculates the economic loss to the inventory using the percentage of

Damage Ratio (%)

structure damaged and property related parameters.

Intensity
Figure 2.11 Shape of typical damage curve
A specific location has an annual rate of occurrence, pi, for a specific event. Li
represents the expected loss for the specific event. An event (Ei) is defined as a
catastrophe which could cause damage to the inventory. The expected loss for a given
event in a given year is:
( )
The average annual loss for an inventory is equal to the sum of every expected loss E(L)
for a given year.
∑
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Average annual loss is commonly used to set insurance premiums and represents the
average loss one would expect to incur on a given property in a given year. (Grossi et. al.
2005)
2.18.

Point of departure: Including catastrophe modeling results in the LCA

framework
Over the past few decades, both catastrophe modeling and environmental impact
assessments have grown along parallel paths, with little documentation of overlap.
Durability has been noted as a key to sustainable development, yet resilience and its
relationship with sustainability has rarely been explored. This research begins to quantify
the relationship between resilience and sustainability by combining common metrics for
each concept.
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3. CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHOD
The research method consists of the four phases illustrated in Figure 3.1. “Investigate
General Relationship” and “Define Quantification Methods” are focused around a review
of existing literature and methods. These phases are summarized within the Research
Method in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, but a thorough analysis can be seen in the Literature
Review. The “Perform Case Study” phase uses available data and software tools found
in the literature review to combine LCA and catastrophe modeling data within a case
study. Following the steps performed in the case study, a general framework for
aggregating life cycle assessment and catastrophe modeling results will be defined in the
“Create Framework” phase. This framework, referred to as the H-LCA framework, will
be tested on two other sets of technologies. These case studies, along with sensitivity
analyses, serve as validity and reliability tests of the framework.

• Sustainability
• Resilience

Define Quantification
Methods

• Combine LCA and
catastrophe
modeling data for
a model home

• Life cycle
assessment (LCA)
• Catastrophe
Modeling

Investigate General
Relationship

Perform Case Study

Figure 3.1 Research method
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Create Framework

• Develop and refine
a framework for
future analyses

3.1. Investigate general relationship
3.1.1. Sustainability
Sustainable development is defined as "development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs"
(WCED 1987). Sustainability consists of three aspects: environmental sustainability,
economic sustainability, and social sustainability. This research will focus on
environmental sustainability, particularly on methods for analyzing environmental
impacts of systems.
3.1.2. Resilience
Resilience, in this context, refers to resistance to forces exerted by natural hazard.
Hazard mitigating products are offered in a variety of different systems, methods and
techniques. The resilient system or technique is designed to fortify or strengthen the
building in some manner. Examples of these systems for glazing protection include
many code-approved options such as engineered storm shutters, impact resistant
windows, impact resistant storm panels, and roll down shutters.
3.1.3. Relationship between sustainability and resilience
Resilient products typically have a greater environmental demand during the
production phase, and at face value have a larger negative environmental impact. The
relationship between environmental burden (and ultimately sustainability) and resilience
needs to be further established because there is a significant risk reduction when
including resilient products on a home in a hazard vulnerable region. When this is the
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case, these risk reduction factors and the averted damages can potentially outweigh the
environmental premium required for the manufacture and installation of these resilient
products.
3.2. Define quantification methods
3.2.1. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
LCA is a common tool for analyzing the sustainability of materials, products, or
assemblies. For purposes of this research, a group of materials, products, or an assembly
will be referred to as a system. LCA has the capability to quantify the entire
environmental load associated with a system throughout its life. LCA looks at the life of
the product or system, beginning with material extraction (cradle) to disposal or recycling
(grave). Major indicators in LCA include energy usage, emissions, and material usage,
all of which are also important indicators of environmental sustainability. Comparisons
can be made between competing products to determine those with the smallest negative
environmental impact.
3.2.2. Catastrophe modeling
Catastrophe models typically consist of the 4 components seen in Figure 3.2. Hazard
is used to characterize a specific event. Hurricane hazard is typically described using
parameters such as location (projected path), severity (peak gust wind speed), and
occurrence frequency. Inventory describes the inventory of properties at risk within a
portfolio. These parameters included in the inventory include location, building type,
number of stories, age, insurance coverage (if of interest), and hazard mitigation methods
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used. An inventory may consist of at least one property, and the number of properties
allowable in an inventory is typically only limited by the computational capabilities of

Hazard

Vulnerability

Loss

Inventory

Figure 3.2 Structure of catastrophe models
the user or software. The vulnerability component quantifies the susceptibility of the
portfolio to damage. This is done by creating damage functions that relate damage to
structures and intensity. These damage functions are often represented as damage curves,
as seen in . Damage curves are graphical representations of the intensity (for hurricanes,
peak gust wind speed) versus percentage of structure damaged. The loss component
actually calculates the economic loss to the inventory using the percentage of structure
damaged and property related parameters.
A specific location has an annual rate of occurrence, pi, for a specific event. Li
represents the expected loss for the specific event. An event (Ei) is defined as a
catastrophe which could cause damage to the inventory. The expected loss for a given
event in a given year is:
( )
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The average annual loss for an inventory is equal to the sum of every expected loss E(L)
for a given year.
∑
Average annual loss is commonly used to set insurance premiums and represents the
average loss one would expect to incur on a given property in a given year. (Grossi et. al.
2005)
3.3. Perform case study
The LCA was performed following the ISO 14040 framework. The iterative four step
process is described in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 Case study framework
The hazard related damages are integrated into the LCA throughout the entire LCA
process. Software tools are used to perform the LCI and LCIA and to convert economic
data to LCI and LCIA data.
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3.3.1. Problem description: Goal and scope definition
The intent of the Goal and Scope Definition phase is to outline the application of the
study and document the desired system boundaries. A brief summary of the
documentation requirements for the Goal and Scope Definition can be seen in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Goal and scope definition
According to ISO 14040, other items to define in the Goal and Scope Definition
phase include the following:


The product system to be studied



The functions of the product system or, in the case of comparative studies, the
systems



The functional unit



The system boundary



Allocation procedures
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Impact categories selected and methodology of impact assessment, and
subsequent interpretation to be used



Data requirements



Assumptions



Limitations



Initial data quality requirements



Type of critical review, if any



Type and format of the report required for the study
3.3.2. Inventory analysis (LCI)

In the LCI phase, relevant inputs and outputs of the product system are quantified
through data collection and calculation procedures. Inputs within the system boundary
may include energy and raw materials. Output metrics may include waste, emissions to
air, discharges to water and soil, or other environmental aspects as seen in Figure 3.5
(ISO 14040 2006).
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Figure 3.5 Inventory analysis
To perform the LCI, Home Energy Saver Pro was used to model the energy usage
within the home. Once the energy usage data was collected and the goal and scope are
clearly defined, the building was modeled in Athena Impact Estimator for Buildings
(Athena IE). The information input into Athena IE will create a bill of materials and
quantify emission, waste and energy usage for the building system’s life cycle.
Each system within the home was input into the Athena IE model as accurately and
completely as possible. Under circumstances where Athena IE could not model specific
components, additional basic construction materials were added to the Athena IE model
to account for the component, or if this was not feasible due to lack of data within the
additional basic construction materials database within Athena IE, the LCI and LCIA
were performed using an estimate of the economic value of the component using EIOLCA software.
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3.3.3. Impact assessment (LCIA)
In the impact assessment phase, the environmental impacts of the LCI results were
determined. Example impact categories can be seen in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 Impact assessment
The LCIA data will be used in the interpretation phase to draw conclusions and make
recommendations. Mandatory and optional elements of the LCIA can be seen in Figure
3.7 (ISO 14040 2006).
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Mandatory elements
Selection of impact categories, category indicators and characterization
models

Assignment of LCI results (classification)

Calculation of category indicator results (characterization)

Category indicator results, LCIA results (LCIA profile)

Optional elements
Calculation of the magnitude of category indicator results
relative to reference information (normalization)
Grouping
Weighting
Figure 3.7 LCIA elements
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Athena IE and EIO-LCA were used to calculate the life cycle impact assessment
(LCIA) using the LCI data under the mid-point impact estimation methods outlined in the
2007 version of the US EPA’s Tool for Reduction and Assessment of Chemical and
Other Environmental Impacts (TRACI). Using the TRACI method, LCI data is
characterized in one or more of the following categories (asterisked categories were used
in this research) (Bare 2002):


Primary energy*



Acidification potential*



Eutrophication potential*



Global warming potential*



Human health respiratory effects potential*



Ozone depletion potential*



Weighted raw resource use (valuation of ecological carrying capacity effects)



Photochemical smog potential*
3.3.4. Impact assessment: Probabilistic hazard related damages

To determine the effects of the hazard resistant system on the environmental impacts
of the building, the hazard related LCIA results were combined with the LCIA results for
both model homes. Catastrophe modeling software was used to quantify the effects of
the hazard resistant system in monetary terms, and these values were converted to impact
assessment data.
RiskLink software is an extensive collection of hazard, vulnerability, and loss
prediction data organized into a package that allows the user to develop an inventory of
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buildings, and by modeling hazards, determine the vulnerability and associated losses.
RiskLink was developed and is regularly updated by RMS, a global catastrophe modeling
company.
RiskLink was used to assist in the calculation of expected annual losses for each
home. By modifying building characteristics to mirror the goal and scope definition for
the study, the effects of using different systems on the average annual loss (AAL) of a
particular building were compared.
Once the AAL was determined for the two model homes, these monetary values are
translated to LCI data (and LCIA data) using Carnegie Mellon’s EIO-LCA tool. This
data represents yearly LCI and LCIA data. Since it is assumed that the losses will be
repaired, the study will use ‘Residential Building Construction’ for the sector of
economic activity. This is a broad category, but it is most representative of the level of
detail of the available damage information. If more detailed damage information were
available, more detailed sectors could be used for the LCI and LCIA calculations. Within
the EIO-LCA tool, consumer-price models will be used because they take transport to the
end-user into account. The LCI data was characterized within EIO-LCA under TRACI
guidelines to create the LCIA data sets. The two sets of LCIA values should be
aggregated for each home, representing more accurate environmental impacts of the
homes, including hazard related damages.
3.3.5. Interpretation of results
The interpretation phase, as seen in Figure 3.8, details the LCIA results, draws
conclusions from such results, and explains any limitations or assumptions made in the
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analysis. If outlined in the goal definition, recommendations are made to decisionmakers.

Figure 3.8 Interpretation
The LCIA of each home was then compared to one another to determine which home
has larger negative environmental impacts. If the home with the hazard resistant system
has lower negative environmental impacts, the hazard resistant system is more
environmentally sustainable than its traditional counterpart. If this is the case, the hazard
resistance provided by the system outweighs the additional materials and energy required
to produce the system.
Figure 3.9 gives a theoretical understanding of the relationship of impacts in the two
homes. Note that primary energy is the impact analyzed in this graphic, but seven
TRACI categorized environmental indicators were analyzed in the case study.
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Figure 3.9 Total fossil fuel consumption (MJ)
The model home with traditional energy efficient standard windows has baseline
primary energy consumption C1. The model home with impact rated windows has
baseline primary energy consumption C2. The difference between C1 and C2, ∆C,
represents the additional energy required to produce the impact rated windows. Primary
energy required to repair hazard related damages associated with H1 are represented by
Z1, and are greater than the energy required to repair hazard related damages associated
with H2, represented by Z2. The sum of Z1 and C1 represents the total primary energy
consumption for H1. The sum of Z2 and C2 represents the total primary energy
consumption for H2. The difference in total primary energy consumption between H1 and
H2 equals the net primary energy benefit of using the impact rated windows instead of
traditional energy efficient windows in the model homes. This net benefit is represented
as ∆B = (Z1+C1) – (Z2+C2).
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3.4. Validation of the process
Once the framework was developed, it was critical to measure the validity and
reliability of the framework. Because it is based on a previously established and widely
accepted ISO framework, the H-LCA framework can be extrapolated to a wide variety of
scenarios. Establishing the validity and reliability lend credibility to the H-LCA
framework, and a number of steps were taken to ensure that the results were as accurate
and consistent as possible. Three cases were used, each considering different products.
Case 1, comparing a home with impact resistant windows with a home with standard
windows, was used to develop the framework and create a proof of concept model. Case
2, comparing impact resistant storm panels with standard windows, was useful for
comparing the order of magnitude of results of systems with similar expected results.
Case 3, comparing standard shingles with clay roof tiles, tests the external validity of
whether the results are transferrable to unrelated systems. To further test the external
validity, evaluating whether the results are transferrable to a scenario with a specified
discount rate, a sensitivity analysis was done to determine the impacts of using
environmental discount rates on Case 1. Case 1 used a discount rate of 0% during the
base study, and Case 1 was remodeled using discount rates of 1%, 3%, and 5% in the
sensitivity analysis. As with economic discounting, environmental discounting is used to
equate values at different points in time. Just as one dollar is not worth the same to an
individual today as it would be worth 10 years from now, environmental values will
likely not have the same impact today as they will 10 years from now.
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Reliability measures the extent to which research results can be replicated upon
repeated trials of the study (Trochim 2006). In order to test the reliability of the data, the
service life of Case 1 was modified from 50 years to both 30 and 70 year service lives.
The following chapters detail cases and sensitivity analyses performed in order to provide
testing of external validity and reliability.
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4. CHAPTER FOUR: MODEL ANALYSIS
It was necessary to develop a framework to compare a hazard resistant product to its
traditional counterpart. The evolution of this framework, referred to as H-LCA is
discussed in the Research Methods section. The framework creates an LCA consistent
with the TRACI methodology using Athena Impact Estimator for Buildings and Carnegie
Mellon University Green Design Institute’s EIO-LCA tool and guided by ISO
14040/14044 frameworks. Prior to performing the steps in the H-LCA framework, it is
necessary to define the goal and scope, including functional unit, system boundaries, and
assumptions, as outlined in ISO 14040/14044. A graphical representation of the H-LCA
framework can be seen in Figure 4.1. Each process of the framework, including
screenshots of tools and input values, will be detailed in the Case 1 of the Results section,
and an abbreviated version will be presented for Cases 2 and 3 with a strong focus on
actual output results.

Figure 4.1 H-LCA framework for analyzing effectiveness of hazard resistant
products
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4.1. Case 1
4.1.1. Goal and Scope Definition
Goal: The primary goal of the life cycle assessment performed in this study was to
compare the environmental impacts of a home with energy efficient impact-rated
windows and a home with traditional double-paned energy efficient windows in Miami,
Florida, a region with a particularly high risk for high wind events. A number of LCAs
have been performed on windows in the past (Salazar et al. 2008, Asif et al. 2002,
Citherlet et al. 2004, Recio et al. 2007), but none have taken into account the benefits of
hazard resistance to the entire home system.
4.1.2. Functional Unit
“The investigation into a product system requires first identifying a unit of economic
service that can be defined in quantitative terms, and in the case of comparative
assessment, the same as that of another product. This necessitates the recognition of all
processes and materials that are required to provide a service of comparable value.”
(Salazar et al. 2008) In this case study, the window systems are being compared, but in
order to accurately analyze the effects of hazard resistance, the functional unit is the
entire 2,334 square foot home over a life span of 50 years. The LCA will include
manufacturing and construction, usage (including repair, maintenance and energy), and
disposal phases. Hazard induced damages are not limited to the window system and can
occur within other systems of the home. Therefore, the entire home must be considered
the functional unit. Because all three cases are analyzing the effects of hazard resistance
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on the same case home, the functional unit for all cases will be the same. Detail will be
given regarding the specific systems of comparison.
The formal declaration of the functional unit is:
• Size: 1,890 heated square foot single family home with 444 square foot garage
• Location: Miami, Florida, United States (population centroid of postal code 33180)
• Included systems: walls, floors, roofs, ceilings, foundation, basement, doors, windows,
appliances, electrical system and fixtures, plumbing and fixtures, cabinetry,
finishes, porches and decks
• Omitted systems: site work (including grading and landscaping), infrastructure and
municipal services, utility hookups
• Service Life: 50 years
• Occupancy: 3 persons

Details regarding the windows under comparison are:
• Size: 3’-0” x 5’-2”
• Quantity: 16
• Style: Double-hung
• Glazing: Double glazed, silver argon filled unit with Low E glass
• Frame Profile: Standard frame profile for North American market
• Frame Type: PVC Clad Wood Frame
• Operable: Operable
• Maintenance:

Sealant Replacement: Every 8 years
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Glazing Replacement: 3% per year
• Total removal and replacement of window system: Every 16 years
• Hazard resistant upgrades: Additional glazing material and processing, aluminum
reinforcing clips
4.1.3. Home Energy Saver Pro- Energy Modeling
Energy modeling was completed using Home Energy Saver Pro (HESP), an online
tool to compute energy consumption of residential buildings, developed by Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory. The tool was funded by the US Department of Energy
and the Environmental Protection Agency under the Energy Star Program. The online
tool is organized into six major categories, each containing multiple prompts for the user.
HESP provides default values for most components taking into account national and
regional averages. When data specific to the case home was unavailable, HESP default
values were used. Inputs and the report generated for Case 1 can be seen in 0. Data
collected from these reports, specifically annual energy usage for the cases, was input
into Athena Impact Estimator for Buildings into a sub-menu of the General Information
section. Sample screenshots of HESP input screens can be seen below in Figure 4.2,
Figure 4.3, and Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.2 Defining general home parameters in HESP

Figure 4.3 Defining foundation parameters in HESP
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Figure 4.4 Defining attic and roof section parameters in HESP
4.1.4. Athena Impact Estimator for Buildings
Athena Impact Estimator for Buildings (Athena IE) is organized such that the user
inputs general information regarding the home, adds assemblies to represent the home as
completely as possible, and finally adds additional materials to account for components
of the home that are not listed as completed assemblies. Not all materials are listed in the
additional materials database, so these were modeled using EIO-LCA.
4.1.5. Athena IE- General Information
General information regarding the home is required to create a model within Athena
IE. Fifteen different locations are listed as options within North America. For these
cases, since Miami is not an option, Atlanta, Georgia was chosen as the closest
alternative, geographically and climatologically. Both material transport and material
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replacement cycles are affected by the location, butsince this modification is consistent
across all cases, any differences in data due to location will have a negligible impact on
final results. Additionally, since energy usage was calculated in HESP (which does have
Miami as an input option), climate differences between Atlanta and Miami will not affect
operating energy results. Building life expectancy is also input in the general information
section. The assumed life expectancy for the home is 50 years in each case, but both 30
and 70 year home lives will be studied in the sensitivity analysis. The General
Information inputs used for Case 1 are seen in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 Defining general information within Athena IE
4.1.6. Athena IE- Predefined assemblies
Athena IE’s databases include predefined assemblies for the major structural
components of the home, divided into four categories, including flooring, roofing,
foundations, and walls. Figure 4.6 gives an example of input values for one section of
the flooring system for the home. Figure 4.7 gives an example of input values for added
envelope components for one section of the flooring system for the home. Figure 4.8
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gives an example of input values for one section of the roofing system for the home.
Within Athena IE, these components can be customized with a number of added envelope
components. Figure 4.9 shows an example of added envelope components for one
section of the roofing system for the home. Figure 4.10 shows sample input values for
the concrete footings of the home. Figure 4.11 gives an example of input values for the
concrete garage slab of the home, and Figure 4.12 gives an example of input values for
the wood stud walls of the home.

Figure 4.6 Defining section of 'Wood Joist Floor'
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Figure 4.7 Defining additional envelope components of section of 'Wood Joist Floor'

Figure 4.8 Defining section of 'Wood Joist Roof'
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Figure 4.9 Defining additional envelope components of section of 'Wood Joist Roof'

Figure 4.10 Defining section of 'Concrete Footing Foundation'
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Figure 4.11 Defining section of 'Concrete Slab on Grade Foundation'

Figure 4.12 Defining section of 'Wood Stud Wall'
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Walls can be customized to include windows and doors, each with a variety of
material types. Figure 4.13 shows sample inputs for a custom wall system with windows
and doors for the home. Similar to the other major component systems, envelope
components can be added to create a custom wall system, as seen in Figure 4.14. This
particular sample data set from the home is for an exterior wall with vinyl siding, vapor
barrier, insulation, and latex-painted drywall.
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Figure 4.13 Modifying custom wall system to include doors and windows

Figure 4.14 Defining additional envelope components of custom wall system
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4.1.7. Athena IE- Extra Basic Materials
Because not all components of the home were included in the predefined assemblies
within Athena IE, manual material quantity takeoffs were required for a number of
components in the home. These were then input into Athena IE using the Extra Basic
Materials input option. A sample of these Extra Basic Materials inputs can be seen in
Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15 Detailing 'Extra Basic Materials'
4.1.8. EIO-LCA
Some components within the home are not able to be modeled accurately within
Athena IE because the components are not included as predefined assemblies and the
components’ materials are not in the Extra Basic Materials database. It is not feasible to
perform an entire process-based LCA for each of these components, so these components
were modeled using EIO-LCA. Other components were not detailed in the residential
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construction plans, so industry averages from both RSMeans and the National
Association of Home Builders were used to calculate component costs, which can be
converted into environmental impacts using appropriate economic sectors.
Additionally, since RiskLink software only provides damages as an annual economic
value and does not break the costs down into components, it is necessary to use broad
sector level data to model the environmental impacts of the damages. It is assumed that
the EIO-LCA “Residential Building Construction” sector accurately represents the repair
to damages, but these values are not exact representations. For example, it is likely that
damages due to high wind event have a higher instance of replacement and repair of
shingles or other vulnerable envelope components than the general “Residential Building
Construction” sector. The “Residential Building Construction” sector will likely have a
higher weighting of interior components and finishes, but due to lack of available data,
this cannot be more accurately modeled in this study.
4.1.9. RSMeans Component Costs
For components that could not be modeled within Athena IE and that general
practices were available for estimating quantities, a material quantity takeoff was
performed and costs were calculated using available unit cost data from RSMeans Square
Foot Costs. These values represent costs in 2012, but because this study used a 2002
purchaser price model within EIO-LCA, it is necessary to input 2002 dollars into the tool.
In order to convert the costs from 2012 to 2002 dollars, a discount factor of 0.784 was
applied to the 2012 costs, based on consumer price indices from the US Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (2013). These costs were then input into the online
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EIO-LCA tool, modeling impacts using the appropriate economic sector. These
quantities, unit costs, and appropriate economic sectors can be seen in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 RSMeans Component Costs

Hardwood Flooring
Hardwood Varnish
Tile Flooring
Carpet
Carpet Pad
Concrete Sealant

Unit

Quantity

Cost/Unit
(2012)

Cost/Unit
(2002)

Component
Cost (2002)

Square Foot
Square Foot
Square Foot
Square Yard
Square Yard
Square Foot

1153.5
1153.5
129.8
26.5
26.5
494.5

$4.28
$2.29
$9.45
$44.50
$7.60
$0.57

$3.36
$1.80
$7.41
$34.89
$5.96
$0.45

$3,871
$2,071
$962
$923
$158
$221

Table 4.2 RSMeans Component Costs (cont.)
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RS Means
Category

EIO Sector
Number

Expected
Service Life
(years)

Total Cost
(2002)

Hardwood Flooring
Hardwood Varnish
Tile Flooring
Carpet

09 64 29.10.7400
09 64 29.10.7800
09 30 13.10.3300
09 68 16.10.0900

32191
32551
327122
31411

Lifetime
15
Lifetime
10

$3,871
$6,903
$962
$4,614

Carpet Pad
Concrete Sealant

09 68 10.10.9000
03 35 29.30.4050

31499
32551

10
Lifetime

$788
$221

4.1.10. NAHB Percentage Costs
For components that could not be modeled within Athena and that quantities were not
able to be accurately estimated, a cost estimate for the components was performed using
an estimate of the total home’s construction cost. Component percentages of total home
cost, published by NAHB, can be seen in

Table 4.3. Since these are broad groupings, RSMeans was used to further break
down appliance and plumbing costs into more detailed components. These components,
their estimated costs, and their corresponding economic sectors can be seen in Table 4.4.
Though the NAHB percentages are based off of 2011 data, the percentages can be
accurately applied to this home, which was built in 2005. Because this study used a 2002
purchaser price model within EIO-LCA, it is necessary to input 2002 dollars into the tool.
In order to convert the costs from 2005 to 2002 dollars, a discount factor of 0.921 was
applied to the 2005 costs, also seen in Table 4.4. The discount factor was calculated from
consumer price indices from the US Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
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(2013). These costs were then input into the EIO-LCA tool, modeling impacts using the
appropriate economic sector.

Table 4.3 Single Family Price and Cost Breakdowns: 2011 National Results

Construction Cost Breakdown
Building Permit Fees
Impact Fee
Water and Sewer Inspection
Excavation, Foundation, and Backfill
Steel
Framing and Trusses
Sheathing
Windows
Exterior Doors
Interior Doors and Hardware
Stairs
Roof Shingles
Siding
Gutters and Downspouts
Plumbing
Electrical Wiring
Lighting Fixtures
HVAC
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Percentage of
Construction Cost
1.7%
1.5%
1.6%
9.3%
0.5%
13.5%
1.2%
3.3%
1.2%
1.6%
0.6%
2.9%
4.7%
0.5%
6.0%
4.4%
1.2%
4.8%

Insulation
Drywall
Paiting
Cabinets and Countertops
Appliances
Tiles and Carpet
Trim Material
Landscaping and Sodding
Wood Deck or Patio
Asphalt Driveway
Other
Total:

1.8%
4.4%
3.3%
5.6%
2.0%
4.5%
2.0%
3.5%
1.0%
1.5%
10.6%
100.0%
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Table 4.4 NAHB Component Costs

Total
Construction
Cost (%)
Appliances
Cooking Appliances
Refrigerator/Freezer
Laundry Appliances
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Other Appliances
Lighting
Electrical/Wiring
Plumbing
Fixtures
Piping
HVAC
Countertops/Cabinets

Component
Cost (2011)

EIO Sector
Number

Expected
Service Life
(years)

Total
Cost
(2011)

Total Cost
(2002)

$4,000
$470
$708
$2,678

335221
335222
335224

10
10
10

$2,350
$3,540
$13,390

$2,164
$3,260
$12,332

1.2%
4.4%
6.0%

$144
$2,400
$8,800
$12,000

335228
335121
331422

10
15
Lifetime

$720
$8,000
$8,800

$663
$7,368
$8,105

4.8%
5.6%

$6,784
$5,216
$9,600
$11,200

332913
331421
333415
337110

25
25
15
Lifetime

$13,568
$10,432
$32,000
$11,200

$12,496
$9,608
$29,472
$10,315

2.0%

4.1.11. RiskLink
Using RiskLink software, the homes were modeled using general information
including insured value, square footage, date constructed, and location. Other
parameters, referred to as secondary modifiers, allow the user to analyze the impacts of
different hazard mitigation techniques on the expected losses. In Cases 1 and 2, the
secondary modifier of interest was the “Opening Protection.” In Case 3, the secondary
modifier of interest was “Roof Covering.” Models of identical homes were created, only
changing the secondary modifier of interest. A stochastic model was run to determine the
economic losses to the homes of every potential event. Losses associated with each event
are multiplied by their respective annual probability of occurrence. All projected annual
losses due to these events are summed to determine the expected average annual losses
for each home, and these economic values were input into EIO-LCA, using the
“Residential Building Construction” sector (Sector Number 23611).
4.1.12. Aggregated Athena and EIO-LCA Results
Once all of the data for Case 1 was either modeled in Athena IE or EIO-LCA, the
results for seven key environmental indicators were combined and compared between the
two homes. As seen in Figure 4.16, the Global Warming Potential of the home with
standard windows was 1,984 kg CO2 equivalent higher than that of the home with impact
resistant windows. Though this is a small number, representing only a 0.26% difference
in mass of CO2 equivalent emissions, it is significant in that without accounting for the
hazard related damages, the impact resistant windows would have a higher Global
Warming Potential by a margin of 2,016 kg CO2 equivalent emissions. The impact
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resistant windows avoid 4,000 kg CO2 equivalent emissions of hazard related impacts
over the 50 year service life of the home. This shows that although the values are small
in comparison with that of the entire home, accounting for hazard related impacts when
comparing these products using the H-LCA framework will reveal that the impact
resistant windows are the preferred product on the basis of CO2 equivalent emissions.
Table 4.5 shows the results in terms of the seven environmental indicators used,
including Fossil Fuel Consumption (MJ), Global Warming Potential (kg CO2 eq),
Acidifaction Potential (moles of H+ eq), HH Criteria (kg PM10 eq), Eutrophication (kg
CFC-11 eq), and Smog Potential (kg O3 eq). Unless the hazard resistant product has an
inordinately high contribution to any of the key indicators, the results follow closely with
the Global Warming Potential results.
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Global Warming Potential- Standard
Windows vs. Impact Resistant Windows
Global Warming Potential (kg CO2 eq)

780000
775000
770000
765000

Disaster Related Impacts
Disaster Resistant Product

760000

Baseline

755000
750000
745000
Standard Windows

Impact Resistant Windows

Figure 4.16 H-LCA results comparing Global Warming Potential of standard
windows vs. impact resistant windows
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Table 4.5 Case 1 H-LCA Results
Fossil Fuel
Consumption
(MJ)
Impact
Standard
Resistant
Windows
Windows
Baseline (No Hazard
Resistance)
Hazard Resistant Product
Hazard Related Impacts
H-LCA Result
Net Benefit of Hazard
Resistant Product:

8088834
0
243200
8332034

8088834
12129
189600
8290563

41471

Global Warming
Potential
(kg CO2 eq)
Impact
Standard
Resistant
Windows Windows
757646
0
18120
775766

757646
2016
14120
773782
1984

Acidification Potential

HH Criteria

(moles of H+ eq)
Impact
Standard
Resistant
Windows Windows

(kg PM10 eq)
Impact
Standard
Resistant
Windows
Windows

257430
0
122
257552

257430
956
95
258480
-929

2174.8
0.0
54.4
2229.2

2174.8
52.6
42.4
2269.8
-40.6
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Table 4.4 Case 1 H-LCA results (cont.)
Eutrophication Potential
(kg N eq)

Baseline (No Hazard
Resistance)
Hazard Resistant Product
Hazard Related Impacts
H-LCA Result
Net Benefit of Hazard
Resistant Product:

Ozone Depletion Potential
(kg CFC-11 eq)

Smog Potential
(kg O3 eq)

Standard
Windows

Impact Resistant
Windows

Standard
Windows

Impact Resistant
Windows

Standard
Windows

Impact Resistant
Windows

45.92
0.00
2.64
48.56

45.92
0.45
2.06
48.43

0.15921
0.00000
0.00720
0.16641

0.15921
0.00000
0.00544
0.16465

17174
0
1352
18526

17174
197
1052
18423

0.13

0.00176

103
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4.2. Case 2
4.2.1. Goal and Scope Definition
Goal: The primary goal of the life cycle assessment performed in this study was to
compare the environmental impacts of a home utilizing impact resistant storm panels
during high wind events and a home with traditional double-paned energy efficient
windows with no protection. The home is in Miami, Florida, a region with a particularly
high risk for high wind events.
4.2.2. Functional Unit
In this case study, protection to window systems (in the form of impact resistant
storm panels) is being compared to a ‘do nothing’ scenario in which the windows are not
protected. In order to accurately analyze the effects of the hazard resistance provided by
the impact resistant storm panels, the functional unit is the entire 2,334 square foot home
over a life span of 50 years. The LCA will include manufacturing and construction,
usage (including repair, maintenance and energy), and disposal phases. Hazard induced
damages are not limited to the window system and can occur within other systems of the
home. Therefore, the entire home must be considered the functional unit.
The formal declaration of the functional unit is:
• Size: 1,890 heated square foot single family home with 444 square foot garage
• Location: Miami, Florida, United States (population centroid of postal code 33180)
• Included systems: walls, floors, roofs, ceilings, foundation, basement, doors, windows,
appliances, electrical system and fixtures, plumbing and fixtures, cabinetry,
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finishes, porches and decks
• Omitted systems: site work (including grading and landscaping), infrastructure and
municipal services, utility hookups
• Service Life: 50 years
• Occupancy: 3 persons

Details regarding the systems under comparison are:
Impact resistant storm panels:
• Size: 3’-0” x 5’-2” (approximately same size as underlying window)
• Quantity: 16 (one for each window)
• Material: Corrugated aluminum
• Weight: 6.5 pounds per window, including mounting materials
• Replacements: n/a
Aggregated Athena and EIO-LCA Results
Using the same framework detailed in Case 1, Case 2 was modeled in Athena IE and
EIO-LCA, and the results for seven key environmental indicators were combined and
compared between the two homes. As seen in Figure 4.17, the standard windows’ Global
Warming Potential was 3,766 kg CO2 equivalent higher than that of the windows
protected by impact resistant storm panels. Similar to Case 1, this is a small percentage
of the total impact, representing only a 0.49% difference in mass of CO2 equivalent
emissions. Though a seemingly small difference, it is significant in that without
accounting for the hazard related damages, the windows and their impact resistant storm
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panels would have a higher Global Warming Potential by a margin of 234 kg CO2
equivalent emissions. As in Case 1, accounting for hazard related impacts when
comparing these products using the H-LCA framework will reveal that the impact
resistant windows are the preferred product on the basis of CO2 equivalent emissions.
Results from the seven indicators used in the study can be seen in Table 4.6.

Global Warming Potential- Standard
Windows vs. Impact Resistant Storm Panels
Global Warming Potential (kg CO2 eq)

780000
775000
770000
765000

Disaster Related Impacts
Disaster Resistant Product

760000

Baseline
755000
750000
745000
Standard Windows

Impact Resistant Storm
Panels

Figure 4.17 H-LCA results comparing Global Warming Potential of standard
windows vs. impact resistant storm panels
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Table 4.6 Case 2 H-LCA Results
Fossil Fuel
Consumption
(MJ)
Impact
Resistant
Standard
Storm
Windows
Panels
Baseline (No Hazard
Resistance)
Hazard Resistant Product
Hazard Related Impacts
H-LCA Result
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Net Benefit of Hazard
Resistant Product:

8088834
0
243200
8332034

8088834
2969
189600
8281403

50631

Global Warming
Potential
(kg CO2 eq)
Impact
Resistant
Standard
Storm
Windows
Panels
757646
0
18120
775766

757646
234
14120
772000
3766

Acidification Potential

HH Criteria

(moles of H+ eq)
Impact
Resistant
Standard
Storm
Windows
Panels

(kg PM10 eq)
Impact
Resistant
Standard
Storm
Windows
Panels

257430
0
122
257552

257430
221
95
257745
-194

2174.8
0.0
54.4
2229.2

2174.8
2.2
42.4
2219.4
9.8

Table 4.5 Case 2 H-LCA results (cont.)
Eutrophication Potential
(kg N eq)

Baseline (No Hazard
Resistance)
Hazard Resistant Product
Hazard Related Impacts
H-LCA Result
Net Benefit of Hazard
Resistant Product:

Ozone Depletion Potential
(kg CFC-11 eq)

Smog Potential
(kg O3 eq)

Standard
Windows

Impact Resistant
Storm Panels

Standard
Windows

Impact Resistant
Storm Panels

Standard
Windows

Impact Resistant
Storm Panels

45.92
0.00
2.64
48.56

45.92
0.04
2.06
48.02

0.15921
0.00000
0.00720
0.16641

0.15921
0.00000
0.00544
0.16465

17174
0
1352
18526

17174
17
1052
18243

0.54

0.00176

283
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4.3. Case 3
4.3.1. Goal and Scope Definition
Goal: The primary goal of the life cycle assessment performed in this study was to
compare the environmental impacts of a home with a standard shingle roof with a home
with a clay tile roof in Miami, Florida, a region with a particularly high risk for high wind
events.
4.3.2. Functional Unit
In this case study, roofing systems are being compared, but in order to accurately
analyze the effects of hazard resistance, the functional unit is the entire 2,334 square foot
home over a life span of 50 years. The LCA will include manufacturing and
construction, usage (including repair, maintenance and energy), and disposal phases.
Hazard induced damages are not limited to the roofing system and can occur within other
systems of the home. Therefore, the entire home must be considered the functional unit.
The formal declaration of the functional unit is:
• Size: 1,890 heated square foot single family home with 444 square foot garage
• Location: Miami, Florida, United States (population centroid of postal code 33180)
• Included systems: walls, floors, roofs, ceilings, foundation, basement, doors, windows,
appliances, electrical system and fixtures, plumbing and fixtures, cabinetry,
finishes, porches and decks
• Omitted systems: site work (including grading and landscaping), infrastructure and
municipal services, utility hookups
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• Service Life: 50 years
• Occupancy: 3 persons

Details regarding the roof systems under comparison are:
• Total removal and replacement of roofing system:
•

Glass felt shingles:

Every 20 years

•

Clay tile:

None

• No maintenance required
• Homes will have different energy efficiencies, accounted for in the HESP energy
modeling portion of H-LCA
4.3.3. Aggregated Athena and EIO-LCA Results
Using the same framework detailed in Case 1, Case 3 was modeled in Athena IE and
EIO-LCA, and the results for seven key environmental indicators were combined and
compared between the two homes. Though not traditionally considered a hazard resistant
product, in this case, the clay tile roof is considered a hazard resistant product, as it is less
susceptible to damages in high wind events. The results are presented slightly differently
than in Cases 1 and 2 to accurately portray the contribution of different aspects of this
case. In Cases 1 and 2, the model homes have the same lifetime operating energy. In
Case 3, the clay tile roof has better insulating properties than the shingles, so the
operating energy usage for the home with the clay tile roof is significantly lower. The
operating energy differences alone more than make up for the additional impacts required
for manufacturing/installation of the clay tile roof instead of the shingles. To better show
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the relationship between the impacts, this case breaks the operating energy impacts out of
the baseline and includes it as a separate component of the total impacts. The hazard
related impacts and hazard resistant product represent the same data as in Cases 1 and 2.
The home with the clay tile roof contributed 7,708 kg C02 equivalent more to produce
than the home with the shingle roof. The clay tile roof’s energy efficiency reduces the
operating energy impacts of the home by 21,569 kg CO2 equivalent. The clay tile roof
avoids 1,360 kg CO2 equivalent of damage due to hazard in comparison with the home
with the shingle roof. As seen in Figure 4.18, the home with standard shingles’ total
Global Warming Potential was 15,221 kg CO2 equivalent higher than that of the home
with the clay tile roof. At nearly 2% difference in kg CO2 equivalent emissions between
the two homes, this is a much more significant difference than Cases 1 and 2. This
higher value is due to the higher energy efficiency of the home with the clay tile roof.
Over the 50 year life of the home, even small differences in annual energy consumption
become significant. Unlike Cases 1 and 2, in Case 3, the clay tile roof has a lower
environmental impact before addition of the hazard related impacts. In this case, the
hazard resistant properties alone would not outweigh the additional environmental
impacts in production and installation of the clay tile roof. However, when combined
with the energy efficiency, the clay tile roof is still the more environmentally desirable
alternative. Results from the seven indicators used in the study can be seen in Table 4.7.
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Global Warming Potential- Standard
Shingles vs. Clay Tile Roof
Global Warming Potential (kg CO2 eq)

720000
700000
680000
660000
Disaster Related Impacts

640000

Disaster Resistant Product

620000

Baseline

600000

Operating Energy Impacts

580000
560000
540000
Standard Shingles

Clay Tile

Figure 4.18 H-LCA results comparing Global Warming Potential of standard
shingles vs. clay tile roof
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Table 4.7 Case 3 H-LCA results
Fossil Fuel
Consumption
(MJ)
Shingle
Roof

Clay Tile
Roof
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Baseline (No
Hazard
Resistance)
906700
906700
Hazard
Resistant
Product
0
55105
Operating
Energy Impacts 7184024 6937658
Hazard Related
Impacts
234400
216400
H-LCA Result
8325124 8115863
Net Benefit of
Hazard
Resistant
Product:
209261

Global Warming
Potential
(kg CO2 eq)

Acidification Potential

HH Criteria

(moles of H+ eq)

(kg PM10 eq)

Shingle
Roof

Clay Tile
Roof

Shingle
Roof

Clay Tile
Roof

Shingle
Roof

Clay Tile
Roof

57775

57775

33406

33406

648.9

648.9

0

7708

0

3159

0.0

23.8

628962

607392

223562

215895

1382.5

1335.0

17480
704216

16120
688995

122
257090

95
252555

52.4
2083.8

48.4
2056.2

15221

4535

27.6

Table 4.6 Case 3 H-LCA results (cont.)
Eutrophication Potential
(kg N eq)
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Baseline (No Hazard
Resistance)
Hazard Resistant Product
Operating Energy Impacts
Hazard Related Impacts
H-LCA Result
Net Benefit of Hazard
Resistant Product:

Shingle
Roof

Clay Tile Roof

28.78
0.00
6.45
2.55
37.78

28.78
0.16
6.23
2.35
37.52
0.26

Ozone Depletion
Potential
(kg CFC-11 eq)
Shingle
Roof
Clay Tile Roof

(kg O3 eq)
Shingle
Roof
Clay Tile Roof

0.00024
0.00000
0.00000
0.00680
0.00704

9467
4
1911
1304
12686

0.00024
0.00000
0.00000
0.00624
0.00648
0.00056

Smog Potential

9467
0
1846
1204
12516
170

5. CHAPTER FIVE: VALIDATION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
Once the framework was developed, it was critical to measure the validity and
reliability of the framework. Because it is based on a previously established and
widely accepted ISO standard framework, the H-LCA framework can be extrapolated
to a wide variety of scenarios. Establishing the validity and reliability lend credibility
to the H-LCA framework, and a number of steps were taken to ensure that the results
were as accurate and consistent as possible.
Three cases were used, each considering different products. Case 1, comparing a
home with impact resistant windows with a home with standard windows, was used
to develop the framework and create a proof of concept model. Case 2, comparing
impact resistant storm panels with standard windows, was useful for comparing the
order of magnitude of the results of systems with similar expected results. The HLCA results of Case 1 and Case 2 follow a similar trend, and Case 3, comparing
standard shingles with clay roof tiles, tests the external validity of whether the results
are transferrable to unrelated systems.
Because this study takes place over the entire life of the model homes, it is
important to realize the possible contribution of the time value of environmental
impacts. To further test the external validity, evaluating whether the results are
transferrable to a scenario with a specified discount rate, a sensitivity analysis was
done to determine the impacts of using environmental discount rates on Case 1. Case
1 used a discount rate of 0% during the base study, and Case 1 was remodeled using
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discount rates of 1%, 3%, and 5% in the sensitivity analysis. Data followed expected
trends, and since a large percentage of the overall impacts are due to operations and
maintenance, which occur as future values, the overall environmental impacts
significantly decreased as the discount rate increased, as seen in Figure 5.1.
Additionally, the net benefits of using the hazard resistant product decreased as the
discount rate increased because the largest negative environmental impacts of the
hazard resistant product are in manufacturing/installation, and as the discount rate
increases, the future environmental benefits of using the hazard resistant product
decreases, as seen in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Case 1 Sensitivity Analysis - Comparison of H-LCA results with varying discount rates
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0% Discount Rate
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
1% Discount Rate
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
3% Discount Rate
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
5% Discount Rate
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)

Fossil Fuel
Consumption
(MJ)

Global Warming
Potential
(kg CO2 eq)

Acidification
Potential
(moles of H+ eq)

HH Criteria
(kg PM10 eq)

8332034
8290563
41471
0.50

775766
773782
1984
0.26

257553
258480
-927
-0.36

2229.2
2269.8
-40.6
-1.82

6660812
6630058
30754
0.46

624789
623523
1267
0.20

207816
208681
-865
-0.42

1855.0
1894.3
-39.3
-2.12

4580467
4563076
17391
0.38

435898
435526
372
0.09

145842
146630
-788
-0.54

1386.6
1424.4
-37.8
-2.72

3427448
3417477
9971
0.29

325771
325897
-125
-0.04

111409
112155
-746
-0.67

1110.7
1147.6
-36.9
-3.32

Table 5.1 Case 1 Sensitivity Analysis - Comparison of H-LCA results with varying discount rates (cont.)
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0% Discount Rate
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
1% Discount Rate
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
3% Discount Rate
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
5% Discount Rate
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)

Eutrophication
Potential
(kg N eq)

Ozone Depletion
Potential
(kg CFC-11 eq)

Smog Potential

48.57
48.44
0.13
0.27

0.16621
0.16465
0.00156
0.94

18526.7
18423.3
103.4
0.56

44.93
44.89
0.04
0.08

0.14036
0.13914
0.00122
0.87

17037.3
16984.2
53.1
0.31

40.30
40.38
-0.08
-0.19

0.10598
0.10518
0.00080
0.76

15125.1
15134.8
-9.8
-0.06

36.53
36.68
-0.14
-0.39

0.08428
0.08371
0.00057
0.67

13386.2
13430.9
-44.7
-0.33

(kg O3 eq)

Figure 5.1 Comparison of standard windows and impact resistant windows using
varying discount rates

Reliability measures the extent to which research results can be replicated upon
repeated trials of the study (Trochim 2006). In order to test the reliability of the data and
the sensitivity of the service life, Case 1 was modified to have a lower bound service life
of 30 years and an upper bound service life of 70 years. Replacement cycles for
components were modified as necessary to account for the shorter and longer service
lives. As seen in Figure 5.2, the environmental impacts varied widely between the 30 and
70 year service lives, as expected, and the data followed logical trends, yielding similar
results between the three different service lives. As the service life of the home increases
from 30 years to 70 years, the Global Warming Potential of both the home with standard
windows and the home with impact resistant windows increased by 215%, so although
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the Global Warming Potential increases, the service life does not affect the comparative
results of the two components. All environmental indicator net benefits for using the
hazard resistant product increased as the service life increased. Not only did the net
benefit increase as expected, but the percentage benefits in relation to the total
environmental indicator values also increased as expected, as seen in Table 5.2. This
increase was due to the fact that the largest negative environmental impacts of the hazard
resistant product are in manufacturing/installation, and the longer the service life, the
longer the opportunity for the product to maximize the value of its hazard mitigating
properties.

Figure 5.2 Global warming potential - standard windows vs. impact resistant
windows
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Table 5.2 Case 1 Sensitivity Analysis - Comparison of H-LCA results with varying service lives
Fossil Fuel
Consumption
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30 Year Service Life
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
50 Year Service Life
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
70 Year Service Life
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)

Acidification
Potential

HH Criteria

(MJ)

Global
Warming
Potential
(kg CO2 eq)

(moles of H+
eq)

(kg PM10 eq)

5211393
5187442
23951
0.46

488705
487648
1056
0.22

164874
165501
-627
-0.38

1497.7
1525.3
-27.6
-1.84

8332034
8290563
41471
0.50

775766
773782
1984
0.26

257552
258480
-929
-0.36

2229.2
2269.8
-40.6
-1.82

11442546
11384247
58299
0.51

1053619
1050825
2794
0.27

349865
351149
-1284
-0.37

2947.7
3004.3
-56.6
-1.92

Table 5.2 Case 1 Sensitivity Analysis - Comparison of H-LCA results with varying service lives (cont.)
Eutrophication
Potential

Ozone
Depletion
Potential
(kg CFC-11
eq)

Smog Potential

40.73
40.68
0.05
0.12

0.10240
0.10146
0.00093
0.91

15229.3156
15179.96749
49.34811
0.32

48.56
48.43
0.13
0.27

0.16641
0.16465
0.00176
1.06

18526.3
18423.3
103
0.56

55.32
55.14
0.18
0.33

0.17196
0.16978
0.00218
1.27

21169.63182
21023.75612
145.8757
0.69

(kg N eq)
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30 Year Service Life
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
50 Year Service Life
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
70 Year Service Life
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)

(kg O3 eq)

6. CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1. Assumptions and LCA issues
Because of the inherent variability added with weighting and grouping environmental
indicators, the indicators are presented in this study as-is. Most of the environmental
indicators followed a similar trend, but Acidification Potential and HH Criteria results did
not follow with the others. In all three cases, the hazard resistant product made a very
high contribution to the Acidification Potential and HH Criteria results in comparison
with the potential savings from hazard related impacts. The source of the issue is likely
either that the products actually do possess an unusually high level of Acidification
Potential and HH Criteria, or it is possible that there is an inconsistency in the modeling
of these components between Athena IE and EIO-LCA.
6.2. Time value of environmental impacts
Though much research has been done with regard to environmental discounting for
time, there is a very large range of projected discount rates for environmental indicators.
Generally, it is agreed upon that shorter term environmental indicators (short-term
toxicities, etc.) should have a higher discount factor than longer term environmental
indicators (global warming potential, etc.), but the range of discount rates is wide.
Because these values have such a high variance, an environmental discount rate of 0% for
all three cases, and a sensitivity analysis was performed on Case 1 to determine variations
in results when using 1%, 3%, and 5% environmental discount rates for each of the
environmental indicators. Values during construction are weighted the same as during
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demolition and during the service life, even though these values occur at different periods
of time. If further research establishes agreed upon environmental discount rates, these
case studies could be re-performed, discounting all values to an equivalent value at a
specified point in time.
6.3. Service life of home
A 50 year life is the expected median service life of the home, but in order to study
the sensitivity of service life, a lower bound of 30 years and an upper bound of 70 years
were included. Replacement cycles for components were modified as necessary to
account for the shorter and longer service lives. As seen in Figure 6.1, the service life
differences do affect the LCA results, but in this case, the service life does not affect the
comparative results of the two components, and the user would still make the same
decision based on the LCA results. Based on the Global Warming Potential Graph of this
sensitivity analysis, seen in Figure 6.1, the homes with a 70 year service life have over
twice the global warming potential (in kg CO2 eq) than the homes with a 30 year service
life. This is because operations and maintenance are a very large contributor to the
environmental burden in comparison with manufacturing, construction, and demolition
impacts.
Also, the homes with a 70 year service life generally have a larger net benefit in terms
of percentage of total impacts. For Global Warming Potential, this difference, from
0.22% to 0.27%, at 30 and 70 years, respectively, suggests that as the service life
increases, the environmental benefits due to the hazard resistance increase at a faster rate
than the negative impacts of the hazard resistant product. Since the largest environmental
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cost of the hazard resistant product is an upfront cost, the longer the service life, the
longer the annualized benefits have to accrue and outweigh the upfront cost.
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Figure 6.1 Global warming potential - standard windows vs. impact resistant
windows
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Table 6.1 Case 1 Sensitivity Analysis - comparison of H-LCA results with varying service lives
Fossil Fuel
Consumption
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30 Year Service Life
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
50 Year Service Life
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
70 Year Service Life
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)

Acidification
Potential

HH Criteria

(MJ)

Global
Warming
Potential
(kg CO2 eq)

(moles of H+
eq)

(kg PM10 eq)

5211393
5187442
23951
0.46

488705
487648
1056
0.22

164874
165501
-627
-0.38

1497.7
1525.3
-27.6
-1.84

8332034
8290563
41471
0.50

775766
773782
1984
0.26

257552
258480
-929
-0.36

2229.2
2269.8
-40.6
-1.82

11442546
11384247
58299
0.51

1053619
1050825
2794
0.27

349865
351149
-1284
-0.37

2947.7
3004.3
-56.6
-1.92

Table 6.1 Case 1 Sensitivity Analysis - comparison of -LCA results with varying service lives (cont.)
Eutrophication
Potential

Ozone
Depletion
Potential
(kg CFC-11
eq)

Smog Potential

40.73
40.68
0.05
0.12

0.10240
0.10146
0.00093
0.91

15229.3156
15179.96749
49.34811
0.32

48.56
48.43
0.13
0.27

0.16641
0.16465
0.00176
1.06

18526.3
18423.3
103
0.56

55.32
55.14
0.18
0.33

0.17196
0.16978
0.00218
1.27

21169.63182
21023.75612
145.8757
0.69

(kg N eq)
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30 Year Service Life
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
50 Year Service Life
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)
70 Year Service Life
Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows
Comparison (Net Benefit)
Percentage Savings (%)

(kg O3 eq)

6.4. Replacement cycles
Most components in a home require replacement and repair during the life of the
home. Very few home components (brick façade for instance) have longer life
expectancy (replacement cycle) than the home itself. Assumptions must be made in
regards to replacement cycle duration to ensure that the components are measured
appropriately through the entire life of the home. This study used Athena’s estimated
product life cycles as the basis for replacement timing. The replacement cycles are
location based, with the Southeast region having a harsher environment and requiring
more frequent replacements for most components. Impact rated windows are assumed to
have a similar life span to traditional windows, and they are modeled to represent
identical replacement cycles. Storm panels, since infrequently exposed to elements, are
assumed to last the entire duration of the home. Clay tile roof systems and standard
shingle systems both have an assumed replacement cycle within Athena and are modeled
based on the default values. The clay tile roof system is expected to last the entire life of
the home, having no replacement cycles, whereas the standard shingle systems require
replacement every 20 years, according to Athena.
Future research is needed in this area, as these component replacement cycles do not take
into account premature replacements due to hazard damage. For example, if a hazard,
requiring repairs to the home, occurs before the replacement cycle is due, the windows or
other components may require replacement mid-replacement cycle. For this research,
impacts of shortened replacement cycles due to hazards will vary, but due to lack of
available data, replacement cycles do not explicitly take service life shortening hazard
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impacts into account. Since the window systems both require replacement following a
repair-inducing hazard, the effects on the LCA will likely be small, as both LCAs will be
impacted in the same manner. Storm panels need not be replaced if only minor damage
is sustained, so it is assumed that the replacement cycle will not be impacted by hazard
related damages. Clay tile roof systems have a longer service life and are generally more
durable, but because of the length of the service life, the impacts of shortened service life
could be more significant in this case.
6.5. Industry Uses
With the growth of LEED, Green Globes, and other green building certification
programs, accurate portrayal of the environmental impacts of the built environment is
critical. Many green building certification programs are beginning to adopt LCA based
product certification criteria. As seen in this research, hazard resistance can make a
significant difference in product selection based on environmental impacts. In order to
account for the potential benefits gained by using hazard resistant products, green
building certification programs should account for use of such products, whether it be
through ‘hazard resistance’ credits or by implementing H-LCA as the product
certification framework.
Product manufacturers, retailers and contractors commonly advertise their products as
‘green’, ‘sustainable’, or ‘environmentally friendly’. Additionally, some advertise the
hazard resistance benefits of their product, highlighting the safety aspects of these
products. The results of this research provide an opportunity for advertisers in the
construction industry to cross-market many of their hazard resistant products to
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demographics interested in ‘green’ products. From a research context, this provides an
entry point for beginning to study the relationship between resilience and sustainability.
Because the hazard related impacts are based on the expected losses due to hazard,
and because the risk of hazard varies by location, the expected losses due to hazard are
geographically dependent. For this reason, as well as shipping of materials and energy
usage differences based on climate, the H-LCA results are geographically dependent.
Using the H-LCA framework and making assumptions on basic home characteristics, a
geographic breakeven line could be developed to determine where using the hazard
resistant product changes from a net environmental benefit to a net environmental cost.
For high wind events, the breakeven line will likely mimic ASCE wind maps of coastal
regions.
6.6. Other Applications
6.6.1. Other Hazards
Though the case studies in this research focus on high wind events (hurricanes), the
framework is applicable to all hazards that can be modeled probabilistically. Given the
annualized expected losses and production/installation impacts of the hazard resistant
product, the H-LCA framework can be used on any hazard resistant product. For
example, the environmental impacts of retrofitting soft stories or upgrading anchor bolts
to mitigate earthquake damages could be studied using the H-LCA framework.
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6.6.2. Non-Residential Applications
The cases in this research consisted solely of residential construction, but the H-LCA
framework can be used in the same manner to study the use of hazard resistant systems in
commercial, industrial, and institutional scenarios, given annualized expected losses and
production/installation impacts of the hazard resistant product. Athena IE has the
capability to model a wide variety of building types, and EIO-LCA is only limited by the
cost data available to the user.
6.7. Future research
Because of the different types of case specific variables inherent within LCA, a
number of opportunities exist to expand this research. Since these LCAs are comparative
studies, breakeven analyses could be performed to optimize decision making and create
generalizations based on commonalities between data sets. In particular, the two
sensitivity analyses performed in this case offer unique opportunities to determine
breakeven points. Additionally, since the data is location dependent, a geographic
breakeven study could be performed.
6.7.1. Geographic breakeven study
As one travels inward from the coast, the risk of hurricane decreases. Similarly, as
one moves away from a seismic zone, the risk of earthquake decreases. In areas at high
risk for a specific hazard, products to mitigate this hazard make logical sense, and as seen
in this research, work out to be environmentally preferable to standard products. As one
moves away from the risk, and as the risk approaches zero, the hazard related benefits
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gained from these products decrease. In areas where there is no risk of high wind event,
there are no hazard related benefits gained from high wind event damage mitigating
products. These products, however, still have higher production related environmental
impacts. Thus, as one moves towards a lower risk area, the net benefits of the hazard
resistant product will decrease. At some point geographically, the net benefits will equal
zero. This breakeven line would be based on some basic assumptions regarding home
characteristics, but one could create this breakeven line by modeling and modifying
operating energy usage for the home and hazard related losses over a wide range of areas
within a region. This geographic breakeven line could be useful in advising homeowners
and other interested parties as to where the hazard resistant products are no longer the
most desirable alternative from an environmental standpoint.
6.7.2. Service life breakeven study
In construction, a large portion of the environmental impacts associated with a product
occur during the manufacturing/installation phases of the LCA. In a scenario where one
product requires more environmental load to produce and provides benefits over time, the
time in which it can return the benefits is crucial. In the sensitivity analysis performed in
this case study, as the service life increased, the net benefit of using the hazard resistant
product increased. This is because the hazard resistant product had higher
production/installation environmental impacts, yet it also provided an annual benefit to
the home in the form of reducing the home’s hazard related damages and associated
environmental impacts. When the service life was reduced from 50 years to 30 years, the
overall net benefit decreased, but more importantly, the percentage net benefit in
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comparison with the total impacts decreased. This implies that if the service life were
shorter than 30 years, the percentage net benefit in comparison with the total impacts
would further decrease. At some service life of the home, the net benefit of the product
will equal zero. In cases similar to those in this study where the benefits are fairly
significant, the difference in service life is unlikely to matter, as most homes are in
operation for more than 30 years. However, products that do not reduce the home’s
hazard related damages as much as those in this study, or those that have a higher
negative upfront environmental impact, may be affected by varying service life estimates.
Using this service life breakeven study and the geographic breakeven study, regional
generalizations could be made regarding whether hazard resistant products are
environmentally preferable based on the expected service life of the home and the home’s
location.
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Appendix A: Home Energy Saver Pro Energy Model Representative of All Homes
for Cases 1 and 2, and Shingle Roof Home from Case 3
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Appendix B: Home Energy Saver Pro Energy Model Representative of Clay Tile
Roof Home from Case 3
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Appendix C: Case 1
Table C.1 Case 1 - Athena IE LCIA results

Standard Windows
Impact Resistant
Windows

Fossil Fuel
Consumption
(MJ)
8087755

Global Warming
Potential
(kg CO2 eq)
686502

Acidification
Potential
(moles of H+ eq)
256747

HH Criteria
(kg PM10 eq)
2029.2

Eutrophication
Potential
(kg N eq)
35.19

8099884

688518

257703

2081.8

35.64
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Table C.1 Case 1 - Athena IE LCIA results (cont.)

Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Windows

Ozone Depletion
Potential
(kg CFC-11 eq)
0.000235
0.000237

Smog Potential
(kg O3 eq)
11361
11558

Table C.2 Case 1 - EIO-LCA LCIA results
Fossil Fuel
Consumption
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Standard Windows
Total of NAHB Components
Total of RSMeans Components
Hazard Related Impacts
Impact Resistant Windows
Total of NAHB Components
Total of RSMeans Components
Hazard Related Impacts

Acidification
Potential

HH Criteria

Eutrophication
Potential

(MJ)

Global
Warming
Potential
(kg CO2 eq)

(moles of H+
eq)

(kg PM10 eq)

(kg N eq)

854
226
243200

56503
14641
18120

550.4
132.1
122.3

111.2
34.5
54.4

8.168
2.566
2.640

854
226
189600

56503
14641
14120

550.4
132.1
94.8

111.2
34.5
42.4

8.168
2.566
2.060

Table C.2 Case 1 - EIO-LCA LCIA results (cont.)
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Standard Windows
Total of NAHB Components
Total of RSMeans Components
Hazard Related Impacts
Impact Resistant Windows
Total of NAHB Components
Total of RSMeans Components
Hazard Related Impacts

Ozone
Depletion
Potential
(kg CFC-11
eq)

Smog Potential

0.129210
0.029766
0.007200

4564
1249
1352

0.129210
0.029766
0.005440

4564
1249
1052

(kg O3 eq)

Appendix D: Case 2
Table D.1 Case 2 Athena IE LCIA results

Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Storm
Panels

Fossil Fuel
Consumption
(MJ)
8087755

Global Warming
Potential
(kg CO2 eq)
686502

Acidification
Potential
(moles of H+ eq)
256747

HH Criteria
(kg PM10 eq)
2029.2

Eutrophication
Potential
(kg N eq)
35.19

8090724

686736

256968

2031.4

35.23

Table D.1 Case 2 Athena IE LCIA results (cont.)

Standard Windows
Impact Resistant Storm Panels

Ozone
Depletion
Potential
(kg CFC-11 eq)
0.000235
0.000236
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Smog Potential
(kg O3 eq)
11361
11378

Table D.2 EIO-LCA LCIA results
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Standard Windows
Total of NAHB Components
Total of RSMeans
Components
Hazard Related Impacts
Impact Resistant Storm
Panels
Total of NAHB Components
Total of RSMeans
Components
Hazard Related Impacts

Fossil Fuel
Consumption
(MJ)

Global Warming
Potential
(kg CO2 eq)

Acidification
Potential
(moles of H+ eq)

HH Criteria

Eutrophication
Potential
(kg PM10 eq)
(kg N eq)

854

56503

550

111.2

8.17

226
243200

14641
18120

132
122

34.5
54.4

2.57
2.64

854

56503

550

111.2

8.17

226
189600

14641
14120

132
95

34.5
42.4

2.57
2.06

Table D.2 Case 2 - EIO-CLA LCIA results (cont.)
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Standard Windows
Total of NAHB Components
Total of RSMeans
Components
Hazard Related Impacts
Impact Resistant Storm
Panels
Total of NAHB Components
Total of RSMeans
Components
Hazard Related Impacts

Ozone
Depletion
Potential
(kg CFC-11 eq)

Smog Potential

0.12921

4564

0.02977
0.00720

1249
1352

0.12921

4564

0.02977
0.00544

1249
1052

(kg O3 eq)

Appendix E: Case 3
Table E.1 Case 3 - Athena IE LCIA results

Shingle Roof
Clay Tile Roof

Fossil Fuel
Consumption
(MJ)
8090724
7899463

Global Warming
Potential
(kg CO2 eq)
686736
672875

Acidification
Potential
(moles of H+ eq)
256968
252460

HH Criteria
(kg PM10 eq)
2031.4
2007.8

Table E.1 Case 3 - Athena IE LCIA results (cont.)

Shingle Roof
Clay Tile Roof

Ozone Depletion
Potential
(kg CFC-11 eq)
0.000236
0.000236
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Smog Potential
(kg O3 eq)
11378
11308

Eutrophication
Potential
(kg N eq)
35.23
35.17

Table E.2 Case 3 - EIO-LCA LCIA results
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Shingle Roof
Total of NAHB Components
Total of RSMeans
Components
Hazard Related Impacts
Clay Tile Roof
Total of NAHB Components
Total of RSMeans
Components
Hazard Related Impacts

Fossil Fuel
Consumption
(MJ)

Global Warming
Potential
(kg CO2 eq)

Acidification
Potential
(moles of H+ eq)

HH Criteria
(kg PM10 eq)

Eutrophication
Potential
(kg N eq)

854

56503

550

111.2

8.17

226
234400

14641
17480

132
118

34.5
52.4

2.57
2.55

854

56503

550

111.2

8.17

226
216400

14641
16120

132
109

34.5
48.4

2.57
2.35

Table E.2 Case 3 - EIO-LCA LCIA results (cont.)
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Shingle Roof
Total of NAHB Components
Total of RSMeans Components
Hazard Related Impacts
Clay Tile Roof
Total of NAHB Components
Total of RSMeans Components
Hazard Related Impacts

Ozone
Depletion
Potential
(kg CFC-11
eq)

Smog Potential

0.12921
0.02977
0.00680

4564
1249
1304

0.12921
0.02977
0.00624

4564
1249
1204

(kg O3 eq)
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